bonus
appendix

Windows Live Mail

E

mail is a fast, cheap, convenient communication medium; these days, it’s
almost embarrassing to admit you don’t have an email address. To spare you
that humiliation, Microsoft offers you Windows Live Mail. It’s a renamed,
revamped version of the program that, through the years, has been called Windows
Mail, Windows Live Desktop Mail, and Outlook Express. It lets you receive and send
email, subscribe to RSS feeds (Web-site update blurbs), and read newsgroups (Internet
bulletin boards).
Now, Mail doesn’t exactly come with Windows 10; the lawyers saw to that. But it is
part of the free, easy-to-download Windows Essentials suite (http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/essentials), so you have very little excuse for not having a
decent email program.
(Of course, Windows 10 does come with a Mail app—it’s part of the starter set of
apps, and it’s described in Chapter 11 of Windows 10: The Missing Manual. But that’s
a quite basic mail app with very few options and features. Use the program described
in this chapter if you want something a little fuller featured.)

Setting Up Windows Live Mail
To start up Mail for the first time, you can use either of the two standard Windows
methods: Either click its icon on the Start menu, or go to the Start screen and type
mail; click Windows Live Mail in the results list.
You might see a Microsoft Services Agreement screen filled with legalese (the most
significant part of which is that Microsoft can send you updated versions of the
software). Click Accept.
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Now you’re offered the “Add your email accounts” screen.
Now, if you had a Microsoft email account or program already, Windows Live Mail
imports everything automatically: mail, address book, calendar, account settings.
You’re ready to start doing email.
If not, it’s fairly easy to enter your email settings information for the first time. All
you have to do is type your email name and password into the box (Figure 1). If Mail
recognizes the suffix (for example, @gmail.com), then it does the heavy lifting for you.

Figure 1:
To set up an email account in
Windows Mail, start by filling in
the Display Name. This is the
name people will see when you
send them email, in the “From:”
field. It does not have to be the
same as your email address;
it can be your full name, a
nickname, or anything you like.
When you’re done, click Next to
continue.

Mail auto-recognizes the necessary server settings for all the common email services—Outlook.com, Hotmail, Gmail, Yahoo, Comcast, and so on, so your name and
password are all you need to set those up.
If you use a service provider that Mail doesn’t recognize when you type in your name
and password—you weirdo!—then you have to set up your mail account the long
way. Mail prompts you along, and you confront a dialog box where you’re supposed
to type in various settings to specify your email account. Some of the information
may require a call to your Internet service provider (ISP).
Note: If you used the Easy Transfer Wizard (page 410) to bring over your files and settings from an older
PC, then Windows Mail is probably already set up quite nicely. If that’s the case, skip to the next section.
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Click Next to step through the wizard’s interview process, during which you’ll provide
the following information:

Setting Up
Windows Mail

•• Incoming mail server details. Enter the information your ISP provided about its
mail servers: the type of server (POP3, IMAP, or HTTP), the name of the incoming mail server, and the name of the outgoing mail server. Most of the time, the
incoming server’s name is connected to the name of your ISP. It might be pop.
gmail.com, for example, or mail.comcast.net.
The outgoing mail server (the SMTP server) usually looks something like smtp.
gmail.com or smtp.comcast.net.
Note: For a crash course in the difference between IMAP and POP accounts, see page 125.

•• Security settings. All that stuff about “This server requires a secure connection”
and “Requires authentication”? You’ll never guess it. Contact your ISP (or its Web
pages, which almost always include these details).
When you click Next, if all is well, you get a congratulations message (click Finish),
and then you return to the main Mail screen, where your folder list and then the
messages come flooding in (Figure 2).
Figure 2:
Windows Live Mail
has four major columns: mail folders,
messages in the
current folder,
contents of the
current message,
and the calendar
pane. On top: the
Ribbon, filled with
every conceivable
control.
To sort the message list, click a
column heading:
From, Subject, and
so on. You can rearrange or adjust
the widths of the
columns, too.

After a moment, you see that Mail has created a listing for your email account in the
list at the left side, complete with subfolders like Inbox, Drafts, and Sent Items.
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To add another email account, click the Accounts tab of the Ribbon and then click
Email. The wizard you worked through previously reappears. You’ve just met a great
feature of Mail: It can manage a bunch of different email accounts all in one place.
Tip: To import a stash of mail from an older program, like Outlook Express, choose FileÆImport Messages.

Checking Email
Whenever you want to receive and send new mail, use the Send/Receive button shown
in Figure 3. To tell you the truth, just learning to press Ctrl+5 or F5 is a lot simpler.
Note: In all the instructions having to do with email, this chapter assumes that you’ve clicked Mail in the list of
modules at the lower-left corner of the Mail window. Not Calendar, not Contacts: Mail. (Pressing Shift+Ctrl+J
also selects the Mail module.)

Figure 3:
Most of the time, you’ll want to simply click the Send/
Receive icon. It’s on the Home tab of the Ribbon.
But if you want to check only one account, the ≥ beside it
lets you choose which mail you’d like to get, if you don’t
want to check all your accounts.

You can also set up Mail to check your email accounts automatically according to a
schedule. Choose FileÆOptionsÆMail. On the General tab, you see the “Check for
new messages every __ minutes” checkbox, which you can change to your liking.
In any case, Mail retrieves new messages and sends any outgoing messages.
In the second column on your screen, the names of new messages show up in bold
type; in the “Quick views” list at the left side of the window, parentheses show how
many unread messages are waiting in each folder.
Tip: Mail groups your inbox into conversations or threads, meaning that related back-and-forths on a certain
subject, with a certain person, appear as a single item marked by a flippy triangle (˘). Click that triangle to
expand the listing, showing all the individual messages within that flurry of communication.
To turn off this feature, use the Off command that sprouts from the Conversations button (on the View tab
of the Ribbon).
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Mail Folders in Windows Live Mail

Checking Email

At the left side of the screen, Mail organizes your email into folders. To see what’s in
a folder, click it once:
•• Inbox holds mail you’ve received.
•• Outbox holds mail you’ve written but haven’t sent yet.
•• Sent Items holds copies of messages you’ve sent.
•• Deleted Items holds mail you’ve deleted. (There’s a separate Deleted folder for
each account.) It works a lot like the Recycle Bin, in that messages placed there
don’t actually disappear. Instead, they remain in the Deleted Items folder, awaiting rescue if you opt to retrieve them. To empty this folder, right-click it and then
choose “Empty ‘Deleted Items’ Folder” from the shortcut menu.
Tip: To make the folder empty itself every time you exit Mail, choose FileÆOptionsÆMail, click the Advanced
tab, and then click the Maintenance button. In the Maintenance dialog box, turn on “Empty messages from
the ‘Deleted Items’ folder on exit.”

•• Drafts holds messages you’ve started but haven’t finished—and don’t want to
send just yet.
POWER USERS’ CLINIC

The Mighty Morphing Interface
You don’t have to be content with the factory-installed design
of the Mail screen; you can control which panes are visible,
how big they are, and which columns show up in List views.
To change the size of a pane,
drag its border to make it
larger or smaller, as shown
here.
There’s also a vast array
of layout options on the
View tab of the Ribbon. For
example, using the “Reading
pane” pop-up menu, you can control where the message
body pane appears: under the message list, or to its right—a
great arrangement if your screen has the width.

Another batch of buttons hides or shows various interface
elements, like the “Calendar pane” button, the “Status bar”
button, the “Compact view” button (collapses the folder
list down to simple, skinny
icons, leaving more room
for messages and lists), and
the “Compact shortcuts”
button (collapses the list of
modules at lower left—Mail,
Calendar, Contacts, and so
on—down to simple icons
to save space).
The “Storage folders” button controls the appearance of
folders that hold messages on your PC, as opposed to the
Web-based folders from a Gmail, Yahoo, or Hotmail account.

Using the “Message list” pop-up menu on the Ribbon, you
can show one-line or two-line previews.
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•• Junk E-Mail holds messages deemed as junk (spam) by Mail’s Junk E-Mail Protection. (More about that later.)
You can also add to this list, creating folders for your own organizational pleasure—
Family Mail, Work Mail, or whatever. See page 16.

Composing and Sending Messages
To send a message, click “Email message” on the Home tab of the Ribbon (or press
Ctrl+N). The New Message form opens (Figure 4).
Tip: You can also start writing a message by clicking Contacts (lower left). In the Contacts window, click
the person’s name, and then click E-Mail on the Ribbon. A blank, outgoing piece of mail appears, already
addressed to the person whose name you clicked.
Come to think of it, it’s faster to hit Ctrl+N.

Figure 4:
In the New Message
window, type the name of
your message’s recipients,
separated by commas
or semicolons, in the
“To:” field. If Mail doesn’t
automatically complete
the name for you (by
consulting your address
book and recent recipients
list)—or even present
multiple-choice matches—
click Check Names on the
Ribbon.

Composing the message requires several steps:
1. Type the email address of the recipient into the “To:” field.
If you want to send a message to more than one person, then separate their email
addresses using commas or semicolons, like this: bob@earthlink.net; billg@microsoft.
com; tim@apple.com.
As you begin typing the person’s plain-English name, the program attempts to
guess who you mean (if it’s somebody in your Contacts list)—and fills in the email
address automatically to save you typing, as shown in Figure 4.
If it guesses the correct name, great; press Tab to move on to the next text box. If it
guesses wrong, just keep typing. The program quickly retracts its suggestion and
watches what you type next.
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Tip: You can also click the actual word “To:” to open your Contacts list; double-click a name to address
your message.

Composing and
Sending Messages

As usual in Windows dialog boxes, you can jump from blank to blank in this window
(from the “To:” field to the “Subject:” field, for example) by pressing the Tab key.
Note: If you have more than one email account, use the “From:” pop-up menu to specify which you want
to use for sending this message.

2. To send a copy of the message to other recipients, enter the additional email
address(es) in the “Cc:” field.
Cc stands for carbon copy. There’s very little difference between putting all your
addressees on the “To:” line (separated by commas or semicolons) and putting
them on the “Cc:” line. The only difference is that using the “Cc:” line implies, “I
sent you a copy because I thought you’d want to know about this correspondence,
but I’m not expecting you to reply.”
To make the “Cc:” (and “Bcc:”; see box below) lines appear, click “Show Cc & Bcc,”
a link that appears to the right of the “Subject:” line.
Press Tab when you’re finished.
3. Type the topic of the message in the “Subject:” field.
It’s courteous to put some thought into the subject line. (For example, use “Change
in plans for next week” instead of “Hi.”)
Press the Tab key to move your cursor into the message area.
4. Format the message, if you like.
UP TO SPEED

Blind Carbon Copies
A Bcc: or blind carbon copy is a secret copy. This feature
lets you send a copy of a message to somebody secretly,
without any of the other recipients knowing. The names in
the “To:” and “Cc:” fields appear at the top of the message
for all recipients to see, but nobody can see the names you
typed into the “Bcc:” box. To view this box, click “Show Cc
& Bcc” in the New Message window.
You can use the “Bcc:” field to quietly signal a third party
that a message has been sent. For example, if you send
your coworker a message that says, “Chris, it bothers me
that you’ve been cheating the customers,” you could Bcc

your boss or supervisor to clue her in without getting into
trouble with Chris.
The Bcc box is useful in other ways, too. Many people send
email messages (containing jokes, for example) to a long list
of recipients. You, the recipient, must scroll through a very
long list of names the sender placed in the “To:” or “Cc:” field.
But if the sender uses the “Bcc:” field to hold all the recipients’ email addresses, then you, the recipient, won’t see any
names but your own at the top of the email. (Unfortunately,
spammers—the miserable cretins who send you junk mail—
have also learned this trick.)
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When it comes to formatting a message’s body text, you have two choices: plain
text or HTML (Hypertext Markup Language).
Plain text means you can’t format your text with bold type, color, specified font
sizes, and so on. HTML, on the other hand, is the language used to create Web
pages, and it lets you use formatting commands (such as font sizes, colors, and
bold or italic text). It also lets you paste in pictures.
But there’s a catch: HTML mail is much larger, and therefore slower to download, than plain-text messages. Certain Internetters remain fairly hostile toward
heavily formatted email. Plain text tends to feel more professional, never irritates
anybody—and you’re guaranteed that the recipient will see exactly what was sent.
To specify which format Windows Live Mail proposes for all new messages (plain
text or HTML), choose FileÆOptionsÆMailÆSend tab. Next, in the section
labeled Mail Sending Format, choose either the HTML or Plain Text button, and
then click OK.
No matter which setting you specify there, however, you can always switch a particular message you’re writing to the opposite format. Just click the button on the
Ribbon’s Message bar; it says either Rich Text (HTML) or Plain Text, whichever
your message currently is not.
Whenever you’re creating a formatted HTML message, you can use the Message
Ribbon’s various buttons for formatting, font, size, color, paragraph indentation,
line spacing, and other word processor–like formatting controls (Figure 5).
Figure 5:
When you’re composing
an email using the HTML
format, the New Message
window gives you options
for choosing fonts; formatting options like bold,
italic, and underline; and
colors (from a handy
color palette).
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Just remember: Less is more. If you go hog wild formatting your email, the message
may be difficult to read, especially if you also apply stationery (a background).

Composing and
Sending Messages

5. Enter the message in the message box (the bottom half of the message window).
You can use all the standard editing techniques, including Cut, Copy, and Paste,
to rearrange the text as you write it.
Tip: Windows auto-corrects some typos, and squiggly-underlines spelling errors (right-click to see suggested
fixes). You can also spell check outgoing mail:click Spelling on the Ribbon’s Message tab, or press F7.

6. Add a signature, if you wish.
Signatures are bits of text that get stamped at the bottom of outgoing email messages. They typically contain a name, a mailing address, or a Star Trek quote.
To create a signature, choose FileÆOptionsÆMailÆSignatures tab; click the New
button. The easiest way to compose your signature is to type it into the Edit Signatures text box at the bottom of the window. (If you poke around long enough in
this box, you’ll realize that you can actually create multiple signatures—and even
assign each one to a different outgoing email account.)
Once you’ve created a signature (or several), you can tack it onto your outgoing
mail for all messages (by turning on “Add signatures to all outgoing messages”
at the top of this box) or on a message-by-message basis (press Shift+Ctrl+S, or
choose Signature from the Ribbon’s Insert tab).
7. Click the Send button.
Alternatively, press Alt+S or Ctrl+Enter. Your PC connects to the Internet and
sends the message.
If you’re working offline, you might prefer Mail to place each message you write in
the Outbox folder, saving them up until you click the Sync button on the toolbar; see
“Send Tab” on page 26.
You can also schedule a piece of mail so that it auto-sends at a specified time. That’s
a handy way to post an article, for example, only after the news blackout period has
expired. To do that, click the Ribbon’s Options tab, click “Send later,” and dial up the
correct time and date.

Inserting Links, Lines, or Smileys
You can dress up any HTML-formatted message with links to the Web, with emoticons
(smiley-face symbols), or with horizontal lines to separate chunks of your message.
Use the corresponding buttons on the Message tab of the Ribbon.

Attaching Files or Photos
Sending little text messages is fine, but it’s not much help when you want to send
somebody a photograph, a sound recording, a Word or Excel document, and so on.
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Fortunately, attaching such files to email messages is one of the world’s most popular
email features. To attach a file to a message, use either of two methods:
•• The long way. Click “Attach file” or “Photo album” on the Message tab of the Ribbon. When the Open dialog box appears, locate the file and select it. (In the resulting
navigation window, you can Ctrl-click multiple files to attach them all at once.)
Now the name of the attached file appears in the message, in the Attach text box.
When you send the message, the file tags along.
•• The short way. If you can see the icon of the file you want to attach—in its folder
window behind the Mail window, on the desktop, or wherever—then attach it by
dragging its icon directly into the message window. That’s a handy technique when
you’re attaching many different files.
Tip: To remove a file from an outgoing message before sending it, just click it and then press the Delete key.

Photos are even easier to send. You can paste one, or drag-and-drop it from the desktop, right into an outgoing message (provided it’s an HTML-formatted one). You can
even edit the pictures before you send them, using the surprisingly complete Picture
Tools/Format tab on the Ribbon.
Tip: You can also send an entire album of high-resolution photos. Use the Ribbon’s Insert tab; choose
“Photo album”; select the photos, or a folder of them. Behind the scenes, the photos actually reside on your
SkyDrive; your recipient just has to click a link to download them all.

Reading Email
There are two ways to read a message: using the Reading pane, and opening the message into its own window.
When you click a message’s name in the List pane, the body of the message appears in
the Reading pane below or to the right. Don’t forget that you can adjust the relative
sizes of the List and Preview panes by dragging the border between them up or down.
UP TO SPEED

Selecting Messages
In order to process a group of messages simultaneously—to
delete, move, or forward them, for example—you must first
master the art of multiple message selection.
To select two or more messages that appear consecutively in
your message list, click the first message, and then Shift-click
the last. Known as a contiguous selection, this trick selects the
two messages you clicked and every message between them.
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To select two or more messages that aren’t adjacent in
the list (that is, skipping a few messages between selected
ones), Ctrl-click the messages you want. Only the messages
you click get selected—no filling in of messages in between
this time.
After using either technique, you can also deselect messages
you’ve managed to highlight—just Ctrl-click them again.

To open a message into a window of its own, double-click its name in the List pane.
An open message has its own Ribbon, along with Previous and Next buttons.

Reading Email

Once you’ve read a message, you can view the next one in the list either by pressing
Ctrl+> (next message), by pressing Ctrl+U (next unread message), or by clicking its
name in the List pane. (If you haven’t opened a message into its own window, you
can also press the , or . keys to move from one message to the next.)
Tip: To mark a message you’ve read as an unread message, so that its name remains bolded, right-click its
name in the List pane and then choose “Mark as unread” from the shortcut menu.

Here’s another timesaver: To hide all the messages you’ve already read, click the
Ribbon’s View tab. From the “Filter messages” pop-up menu, choose “Hide read
messages.” Now only unread messages are visible in the selected folder. To bring the
hidden messages back, choose “Show all messages” from the same icon.

When Pictures are Part of the Message
Mail comes set up to block images, because these images sometimes serve as “bugs”
that silently report back to the sender when you open the message. At that point, the
spammers know that they’ve found a working email address—and a sucker who opens
email from strangers. Now you’re on their hit list, and the spam flood really begins.
Figure 6:
To view blocked
images in a message,
press F9, or click
“Show images” in the
yellow strip above
the message. Or,
to make Mail quit
blocking pictures
altogether, choose
FileÆOptionsÆ
MailÆSecurity;
next, turn off “Block
images and other
external content in
HTML messages.”
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You’ll know if pictures were meant to appear in the body of a message; see the strip
that appears at the top in Figure 6.

Quick Views, Custom Views (Filters)
You already know that there are about 65,000 different ways to customize the way Mail
looks. Don’t look now—it’s about to get worse (or better, depending on your taste).
With a couple of clicks, you can command Mail to show you only unread mail. Or
only high-priority mail. Or only mail from your boss. All other messages are temporarily hidden.
This feature is called Views, and it comes in a couple of different flavors.
Figure 7:
Mail comes with a
long list of Quick
Views—memorized
“hide messages that
don’t meet these
criteria” views. For
each checkbox that
you turn on here,
another entry appears in the “Quick
views” list at the top
of the folder list, visible at top left here.
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Quick Views
Mail comes with a few useful views already set up. They’re called Quick Views, and
you can see them at the top of the folder list (Figure 7): “Unread mail,” “Unread mail
from contacts,” and so on. Click one to filter your inbox so that it shows only messages that meet those criteria.

Quick Views, Custom
Views (Filters)

Tip: If you never use this feature, you can hide the Quick Views so their names don’t take up room in your
folder list. On the Ribbon’s View tab, turn off Quick Views.

Not all the available Quick Views appear in the folder list, though. To see the other
options awaiting you, click “Quick views” (on the Ribbon’s View tab), and proceed
as described in Figure 7.
Figure 8:
Top: This box serves two purposes.
It’s the starting point for defining a
new view, and it’s the place you go to
choose a view you’ve already built.
To create a new one, click New…
Bottom: …and then build the rules
that govern this view. For example, to
create a view that shows messages
older than a week old with “Smithers
Project” in the subject line, you’d turn
on the checkboxes shown here.
Then you’d click the blue underlined
links in the middle box to enter
“Smithers Project” and the number of
days old.
You always have to click “Show/Hide”
in that middle box, too, to indicate
whether this view is supposed to show
only messages meeting these criteria,
or to hide messages meeting them.
Name the view and then click OK.
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Custom Views
Turns out you can set up even more sophisticated views of your mail lists—selfupdating folders that show you all your mail from your boss, for example, or every
message with “mortgage” in its subject line. They’re folders whose contents are based
around criteria you specify.
To create a view, click “New view” on the Ribbon’s View tab. A list of all your custom
views appears. Proceed as shown in Figure 8.
There’s no quick way to apply one of your custom views once you’ve created it; it
doesn’t appear in the folder list like Quick Views do, for example. Whenever you want
to summon a view you’ve created, click “New view” (on the View tab of the Ribbon);
when the box shown in Figure 8 at top appears, click the view you want. Click Apply
View, and then (when you’re asked) specify whether you want your filter to affect
only the currently selected folder or all folders.

How to Process a Message
Once you’ve read a message and savored the feeling of awe brought on by the miracle
of instantaneous electronic communication, you can handle the message in any of
several ways.

Deleting Messages
Sometimes it’s junk mail, sometimes you’re just done with it; either way, it’s a snap to
delete a message. Click the Delete button on the Ribbon’s Home tab, press the Delete
key, or hit Ctrl+D. (You can also delete a batch of selected messages simultaneously.)
Tip: Above any message from somebody who’s not in your Contacts, in the yellow bar, there’s a “Delete and
block” link. What a great way to slam the door in some idiot’s face! You’ll never hear from this person again.

The messages don’t actually disappear. Instead, they move to the Deleted Items folder
for that email account. If you like, click this folder to view a list of the messages you’ve
deleted. You can even rescue some simply by dragging them into another folder (even
right back into the inbox).
Mail doesn’t truly vaporize messages in the Deleted Items folder until you “empty the
trash.” You can empty it in any of several ways:
•• Right-click the Deleted Items folder. Choose “Empty ‘Deleted Items’ folder” from
the shortcut menu.
•• Click the X button to the right of the Deleted Items folder’s name.
•• Click a message, or a folder, within the Deleted Items folder list, and then click the
Delete button on the Ribbon’s Home tab (or press the Delete key). You’re asked
to confirm its permanent deletion.
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•• Set up Mail to delete messages automatically when you quit the program. To do
so, choose FileÆOptionsÆMailÆAdvanced. Click the Maintenance button, and
then turn on “Empty messages from the ‘Deleted Items’ folder on exit.” Click OK.

How to Process
a Message

Replying to Messages
To reply to a message, click the Reply button on the Ribbon’s Home tab, or press
Ctrl+R. Mail creates a new, outgoing email message, preaddressed to the sender’s
return address. (If the message was sent to you and a few other people, and you’d like
to reply to all of them at once, click “Reply all” instead.)
To save additional time, Mail pastes the entire original message at the bottom of your
reply (either indented, if it’s HTML mail, or marked with the > brackets that serve
as Internet quoting marks); that’s to help your correspondent figure out what you’re
talking about.
Note: To turn off this feature, choose FileÆOptionsÆMail, click the Send tab, and then turn off “Include
message in reply.”

Mail even tacks “Re:” (meaning “regarding”) onto the front of the subject line.
Your insertion point appears at the top of the message box. Now, just begin typing
your reply. You can also add recipients, remove recipients, edit the subject line or the
message, and so on.
Tip: Use the Enter key to create blank lines within the bracketed original message in order to place your
own text within it. Using this method, you can splice your own comments into the paragraphs of the original
message, replying point by point. The brackets preceding each line of the original message help your correspondent keep straight what’s yours and what’s hers. Also, if you’re using HTML formatting for the message,
you can format what you’ve written in bold, italics, underline, or even in another color for easier reading.
UP TO SPEED

About Mailing Lists
During your email experiments, you’re likely to come
across something called a mailing list—a discussion group
conducted via email. By searching Yahoo.com or other Web
directories, you can find mailing lists covering just about
every conceivable topic.
You can send a message to all members of such a group by
sending a message to a single address—the list’s address. The

list is actually maintained on a special mail server. Everything
sent to the list gets sent to the server, which forwards the
message to all the individual list members.
That’s why you have to be careful if you’re actually trying to
reply to one person in the discussion group; if you reply to
the list and not to a specific person, you’ll send your reply
to every address on the list—sometimes with disastrous
consequences.
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How to Process
a Message

Forwarding Messages
Instead of replying to the person who sent you a message, you may sometimes want
to forward the message—pass it on—to a third person.
To do so, click Forward on the Ribbon’s Home tab, or press Ctrl+F. A new message
opens, looking a lot like the one that appears when you reply. Once again, before forwarding the message, you have the option of editing the subject or the message. (For
example, you may wish to precede the original message with a comment of your own,
along the lines of, “Frank: I thought you’d be interested in this joke about Congress.”)
All that remains is for you to specify who receives the forwarded message. Just address
it as you would any outgoing piece of mail.

Printing Messages
Sometimes there’s no substitute for a printout of an email message—an area where
Mail shines. Choose FileÆPrint, or press Ctrl+P. The standard Windows Print dialog
box pops up so you can specify how many copies you want, what range of pages, and
so on. Make your selections, and then click Print.
Figure 9:
To create a new folder, click “New folder”
on the Ribbon’s Folders tab. Or press
Shift+Ctrl+D.
No matter which way you choose, this
window appears. Name the folder and then,
by clicking, indicate which folder you want
this one to appear in.

Filing Messages
Mail lets you create new folders in the Folders list; by dragging messages from your
inbox onto one of these folder icons, you can file away your messages into appropriate cubbies. You might create one folder for important messages, another for order
confirmations from shopping on the Web, still another for friends and family, and
so on. In fact, you can even create folders inside these folders, a feature beloved by
the hopelessly organized.
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To create a new folder, see Figure 9.

How to Process
a Message

Tip: To rename an existing folder, right-click it and choose Rename from the shortcut menu.

To move a message (or several at once) into a folder, proceed like this:
•• Drag it out of the List pane and onto the folder icon. You can use any part of a
message’s “row” in the list as a handle. You can also drag messages en masse into
a folder after selecting them.
•• Select a message (or several). On the Ribbon’s Home tab (or Folder tab), click
“Move to folder.” In a dialog box, the folder list appears; select the one you want,
and then press Enter or click OK.
•• Right-click a message (or one of several you’ve highlighted). From the shortcut
menu, choose “Move to folder.” In a dialog box, the folder list appears; select the
one you want, and then press Enter or click OK.
Tip: When you click a ˘ triangle in the Folder list, you see all folders contained within that folder, exactly like
in File Explorer. You can drag folders inside other folders, nesting them to create a nice hierarchical folder
structure. (To drag a nested folder back into the list of “main” folders, just drag it to the Storage Folders icon.)
You can also drag messages between folders; just drag one from the message list onto the desired folder
at the left side of the screen.
This can be a useful trick when you apply it to a message in your outbox. If you decide to postpone sending
it, drag it into any other folder. Mail won’t send it until you drag it back into the outbox.

Flagging Messages
Sometimes, you’ll receive an email message that prompts you to some sort of action,
but you may not have the time or the fortitude to face the task at the moment. (“Hi
there…it’s me, your accountant. Would you mind rounding up your expenses for
1996 through 2004 and sending me a list by email?”)
Figure 10:
To flag a message, click in the Flag column. Or, if you want to
flag a whole batch of selected messages, select them and then
click Flag on the Ribbon’s Home tab.
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That’s why Mail lets you flag a message, positioning a small, red flag in the corresponding column next to a message’s name. These little flags are visual indicators that mean
whatever you want them to mean. You can bring all flagged messages to the top of the
list by choosing “Sort by”ÆFlag (the pop-up menu above the message list).
To flag a message in this way, see Figure 10.

Opening Attachments
Just as you can attach files to a message, people can send files to you. You know when
a message has an attachment because a paper-clip icon appears next to its name in
the inbox.
To free an attached file from its message, releasing it to the wilds of your hard drive,
use one of the following methods:
•• Right-click the attachment’s name (in the message), select “Save as” from the
shortcut menu, and then specify a folder for the saved file (Figure 11).
Figure 11:
One way to rescue an attachment from
an email message is to right-click its
name and choose “Save as.” You can
also drag an attachment’s icon onto
your desktop. Either way, you take the
file out of the Mail world and into your
standard Windows world, where you
can file it, trash it, open it, or manipulate it as you would any file.

•• Double-click the attachment’s name. After you click Open to confirm the risk
(it’s always risky to open an email attachment), it opens right up in Word, Excel,
or whatever.
•• Drag the attachment’s icon out of the message window and onto any visible portion of your desktop.

Message Rules
Once you know how to create folders, the next step in managing your email is to set
up message rules. These are filters that can file, answer, or delete an incoming message
automatically based on its subject, address, or size.
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Message rules require you to think like the distant relative of a programmer, but the
mental effort can reward you many times over. In fact, message rules can turn Mail
into a surprisingly smart and efficient secretary.

How to Process
a Message

Tip: Sadly, Mail’s rules work only on POP email accounts, not the increasingly common IMAP accounts.

Setting up message rules
Now that you’re thoroughly intrigued about the magic of message rules, here’s how
to set one up:
1. On the Ribbon’s Folders tab, click “Message rules.”
If you’ve never created a message rule, you see what’s shown in Figure 12. If you
have created message rules before, you see the Message Rules window first (Figure 13), in which case you should click New to open the New Mail Rule window
shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12:
Building a message rule entails
specifying which messages you
want Mail to look for—and what
to do with them. By adding the
underlined words, as shown here,
you specify what criteria you’re
looking for. Here, any email with
the words “Rolex,” “Refinance,”
or “Viagra” in the subject line is
automatically deleted.
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2. Use the top options to specify how Mail should select messages to process.
For example, if you’d like Mail to watch out for messages from a particular person,
you would choose, “Where the From line contains people.”
To flag messages containing “loan,” “$$$$,” “XXX,” “!!!!,” and so on (favorites of
spammers), choose, “Where the Subject line contains specific words.”
If you turn on more than one checkbox, you can set up another condition for your
message rule. For example, you can set up the first criterion to find messages from
your uncle, and a second that watches for subject lines that contain “joke.” If you
click the Options button, you get to specify whether the message has to contain
all the words you’ve specified, or any of them.
3. Using the second set of checkboxes, specify what you want to happen to messages
that match the criteria.
If, in step 2, you told your rule to watch for messages from your uncle containing
the word “joke” somewhere in the message body, here’s where you can tell Mail to
delete or move the message into, say, a Spam folder.
With a little imagination, you’ll see how these checkboxes can perform absolutely
amazing functions with your incoming email. Windows Live Mail can delete, move,
or print messages; forward or redirect them to somebody; automatically reply to
certain messages; and even avoid downloading files bigger than a certain number
of kilobytes (ideal for laptop lovers on slow hotel room connections).
4. Specify which words or people you want the message rule to watch out for.
In the bottom of the dialog box, you can click any of the underlined phrases to
specify which people, which specific words, which file sizes you want Mail to watch
out for—a person’s name, or “Viagra,” in the previous examples.
If you click “contains people,” for example, a dialog box appears that lets you open
your Contacts list to select certain individuals whose messages you want handled
by this rule. If you click “contains specific words,” you can type in the words you
want a certain rule to watch out for. And so on.
5. In the very bottom text box, name your mail rule. Click OK.
Now the Message Rules dialog box appears (Figure 13).
Tip: Windows Live Mail applies rules as they appear—from top to bottom—in the Message Rules window.
If a rule doesn’t seem to be working properly, it may be that an earlier rule is intercepting and processing
the message before the “broken” rule even sees it. To fix this, try moving the rule up or down in the list by
selecting it and then clicking the Move Up or Move Down buttons.

Two sneaky message-rules tricks
You can use message rules for many different purposes. But here are two of the best:
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•• File mail from specific people. For instance, if you have a few friends who constantly forward their idea of funny messages, create a rule that sends any email
from them to a specific folder automatically. At the end of the day, look through
the folder just to make sure you haven’t missed anything and, if you have time,
read the “most excellent funny emails in the whole wide world.”

How to Process
a Message

Figure 13:
Once a rule is created, it
lands in the Message Rules
list. Here you can manage
the rules you’ve created,
choose a sequence for
them (those at the top get
applied first), and apply
them to existing messages
(by clicking “Apply now”).

•• The email answering machine. If you’re going on vacation, turn on “For all messages” in step 2, and then “Reply with message” in step 3. In other words, you can
turn Windows Live Mail into an email answering machine that automatically sends
a canned “I’m away until the 15th” message to everyone who writes you.
Tip: Unsubscribe from, or turn off, any email mailing lists before you turn on “For all messages.” Otherwise,
you’ll incur the wrath of the other list members by littering their email discussion groups with copies of your
autoreply message.
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Junk Email
Mail’s Junk filter automatically channels what it believes to be spam into the “Junk
E-mail” folder in the folder list.
Tip: You may not have a “Junk E-mail” folder for Web-based email accounts like Gmail and Yahoo. Those
online mail services usually have their own spam filters.

The Junk filter’s factory setting is Low, meaning that only the most obvious spam gets
sent to the “Junk E-mail” folder. You’ll probably still get a ton of spam, but at least
almost no legitimate mail will get mistakenly classified as spam.
You can configure the level of security you want in the Junk E-Mail Options window,
shown in Figure 14.
Figure 14:
To visit this dialog box, choose
FileÆOptionsÆ“Safety options.”
Choose No Automatic Filtering, Low,
High, or Safe List Only. You can also
opt to permanently delete suspected
spam instead of moving it to the Junk
E-Mail folder. No matter what setting
you choose, though, always go through
the Junk E-Mail folder every few days
to make sure you haven’t missed any
important messages that were flagged
as spam incorrectly.

Junk E-Mail Safety Options
Junk E-Mail Safety Options offers six tabs. The Options tab is shown in Figure 14.
These are the other tabs:
•• Safe Senders. Messages from any contacts, email addresses, or domain names
that you add to this list are never treated as junk email. (A domain name is what
comes after the @ sign in an email address, as in bob@herbalviagra.com.) Click
Add to begin.
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Tip: The two checkboxes below the list are also useful in preventing “false positives.” The first, “Also trust
e-mail from my Contacts,” means that anyone in your own address book is not a spammer. The second,
“Automatically add people I e-mail to the Safe Senders list,” means that if you send mail to somebody, it’s
someone you don’t consider a spammer.

Junk Email

•• Blocked Senders. This one’s the flip side of Safe Senders: It’s a list of contacts, email
addresses, and domain names that you always want flagged as spam.
•• International. You can also block email in foreign languages or messages that
originate overseas. (A huge percentage of spam originates overseas, since U.S.
antispam laws have no jurisdiction there.) See Figure 15.
Figure 15:
If you find you’re getting email
from specific countries or domains, you can select the top-level
domains (.ca for Canadian mail,
.uk for British mail, and so on) for
those countries. All email from
those domains now gets treated
as junk email.

•• Phishing. Phishing email is designed to look like it came from your bank, eBay, or
PayPal—but it’s a trick to get you to surrender your account information so the
bad guys can steal your identity.
Mail keeps phishing email out of your inbox unless you turn off this feature on
this tab.
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•• Security. This tab contains options for sending secure mail, using digital IDs and
encryption. If you’re using Mail in a business that requires secure email, the system
administrator will provide instructions. Otherwise, you’ll find that most of these
settings have no effect.
The exceptions are the antivirus and antispam features, like “Do not allow attachments to be saved or opened that could potentially be a virus” and “Block images,”
described earlier in this chapter. For best results, leave these settings as they are.
Tip: One of these options is very useful in the modern age: “Warn me when other applications try to send
mail as me.” That’s a thinly veiled reference to viruses that, behind the scenes, send out hundreds of infected
emails to everybody in your Contacts list, with you identified as the sender. This option ensures that if some
software—not you—tries to send messages, you’ll know about it.

When the Junk Filter Goes Wrong
Windows Live Mail doesn’t always get it right. It labels some good messages as junk
and some spam messages as OK.
Over time, though, it’s supposed to get better—if you patiently help it along. Every
time you see a good piece of email in the “Junk E-mail” folder, click it, and then click
“Not junk” on the Ribbon’s Home tab.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION

Canning Spam
Help! I’m awash in junk email! How do I get out of this mess?
Spam is a much-hated form of advertising that involves
sending unsolicited emails to thousands of people. While
there’s no instant cure for spam, you can take certain steps
to protect yourself from it.
1. Above all, never post your main e-mail address
online, ever. Use a different, dedicated email account for online shopping, Web site and software
registration, and newsgroup posting.
Spammers have automated software robots that
scour every Web page, automatically recording
email addresses they find. These are the primary
sources of spam, so at least you’re now restricting
the junk mail to one secondary mail account.
2. Even then, when filling out forms or registering
products online, look for checkboxes requesting
permission for the company to send you email
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or to share your email address with its “partners.”
Just say no.
3. When posting messages in a newsgroup, insert
the letters NOSPAM, SPAMISBAD, or something
similar somewhere into your email address.
Anyone replying to you via email must manually
remove it from your email address, which, though
a hassle, keeps your email address away from the
spammer’s robots. (They’re getting smarter every
day, though; a trickier insert may be required,
along the lines of REMOVETOEMAIL or SPAMMERSARESCUM.)
4. Create message rules to filter out messages containing typical advertising words such as casino,
Rolex, herbal, and so forth. (Instructions are on
page 18.)
5. Buy an antispam program like SpamAssassin.

Better yet, use that icon’s ≥ menu to choose one of these two options:

Junk Email

•• Add sender to safe senders list. No future mail from this person will be misfiled.
•• Add sender’s domain to safe senders list. No future mail from this person’s entire
company or ISP will be marked as spam.
On the other hand, you can reverse all this logic if you find a piece of spam in your
inbox. That is, click it and then click the Junk button on the toolbar.
You can also use the “Add sender to blocked senders list” (or “Add sender’s domain”)
commands in that same shortcut menu; unfortunately, spammers rarely use the same
address or domain twice, so it’s probably faster just to hit the Delete key.

The World of Mail Settings
Mail has enough features and configuration options to fill a very thick book. You can
see them for yourself by choosing FileÆOptionsÆMail. Here’s a brief overview of
some of the most useful options (Figure 16).
Figure 16:
The Options dialog box has 10
tabs, each loaded with options.
Most tabs have buttons that open
additional dialog boxes. Coming
in 2014: Windows Mail Options:
The Missing Manual.
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General Tab
Most of the controls here govern what Mail does when you first open the program.
Take note of the options to connect automatically; you can opt to have Mail check for
messages every few minutes and then use the drop-down list to say how, and whether,
to connect at that time if you’re not already online.

Read Tab
Use these options to establish how the program handles messages in the inbox. One
of these options marks a message as having been read—changing its typeface from
bold to nonbold—if you leave it highlighted in the list for 1 second or more, even
without opening it. That’s one option you may want to consider turning off. (This
tab is also where you choose the font you want to use for the messages you’re reading,
which is an important consideration.)

Receipts Tab
You can add a return receipt to messages you send. When the recipient reads your
message, a notification message (receipt) is emailed back to you under two conditions: if the recipient agrees to send a return receipt to you, and if the recipient’s email
program offers a similar feature. (Mail, Outlook, and Eudora all do.)

Send Tab
The options here govern outgoing messages. One option to consider turning off
here is the factory-set option “Send messages immediately.” That’s because as soon
as you click the Send button, Mail sends your message, even if you haven’t had time
to fully consider the consequences of the rant inside it—aimed at an ex, a boss, or a
coworker—which could land you in hot water.
Tip: It’s also a good choice if you’re on a dial-up connection. All this dialing—and waiting for the dialing—drives
some people crazy, especially in households with only one phone line.

If you turn this option off, then clicking the Send button simply places a newly written
message into the outbox. As you reply to messages and compose new ones, the outbox
collects them. They’re not sent until you click the Sync button, or press Ctrl+M. Only
at that point does Mail send your email.
Tip: To see the messages waiting in your outbox, click the Outbox icon at the left side of the screen. At this
point, you can click a message’s name (in the upper-right pane of the screen) to view the message itself in
the lower-right pane, exactly as with messages in your inbox.
Don’t bother to try editing an outgoing message in this way, however; Mail won’t let you do so. Only by
double-clicking a message’s name (in the upper-right pane), thus opening it into a separate window, can
you make changes to a piece of outgoing mail.

The Send tab also includes features for configuring replies. For example, you can
disable the function that includes the original message in the reply.
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Finally, the “Automatically put people I reply to in my address book after the third
reply” option can be a real timesaver. It means that if somebody seems to have become
a regular in your life, his email address is automatically saved in your Contacts list. The
next time you want to write him a note, you won’t need to look up the address—just
type the first few letters of it in the “To:” box.

The World of
Mail Settings

Tip: The option here called “Upload larger images to the Web when sending a photo e-mail” works if you
have signed into your Microsoft account, as described on page 748. It means you don’t have to worry about
photo file sizes; your big-mama files will be “hosted” on the Windows Live site (for 30 days). Your recipient
gets a smaller version of the photos, which she can click to see or download the bigger ones.

Compose Tab
Here’s where you specify the font you want to use when writing emails and newsgroup messages.
This is also the control center for stationery (custom-designed templates, complete
with fonts, colors, backgrounds, borders, and other formatting elements that you can
use for all outgoing email).
To choose a stationery style for all outgoing messages, turn on the Mail checkbox,
and then click the Select button. You’re offered a folder full of Microsoft stationery
templates; click one to see its preview. You can also click the Create New button,
which launches a wizard that walks you through the process of creating your own
background design.
Tip: You don’t have to use one particular stationery style for all outgoing messages. When composing a
message, use the Stationery pop-up menu to view the list of stationery templates. In other words, you can
choose stationery on a message-by-message basis.

Signatures Tab
Use this tab to design a signature for your messages (page 9). By clicking the New
button and entering more signature material in the text box, you can create several
different signatures: one for business messages, one for your buddies, and so on.

Spelling Tab
The Spelling tab offers configuration options for the Mail spell-checking feature. You
can even force the spell checker to correct errors in the original message when you
send a reply, although your correspondent may not appreciate it.
Tip: Mail’s spelling checker is so smart, it’s supposed to be able to recognize the language of the message
and to use the appropriate spelling dictionary automatically.
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Connection Tab
Here you can tell Mail to hang up automatically after sending and receiving messages
(and reconnect the next time you want to perform the same tasks). This, of course,
is for the six people left who still use a dial-up modem.

Advanced Tab
This tab is your housekeeping and settings center for Mail. You can configure what
you want Mail to do with your contacts’ vCards (virtual business cards), whether
you want to compose your replies at the bottom of emails instead of at the top, and
whether you want to mark message threads in newsgroups as “watched.”
Don’t miss the Maintenance button. It lets you clear out old deleted messages, clean
up downloads, purge newsgroup messages, and so on.

The Contacts List
The Windows 10 People app is your master address book, and it eliminates the need
to enter complete email addresses whenever you want to send a message.
But here’s a little-known fact: If you’ve downloaded Windows Live Mail, you can work
with your contacts at the desktop, too. Click the Contacts button (lower left of the
window), or press Ctrl+Shift+B; then, to begin adding names and email addresses,
click Contact on the Ribbon.
Tip: Windows Live Mail offers a convenient timesaving feature: “Add sender to contacts” (right-click a message in the list). Whenever you choose it, Mail automatically stores the email address of the person whose
message you clicked.

Mail uses this list to autocomplete email addresses that you start to type. Using the
Ribbon buttons, you can have all kinds of other fun: you can edit your contacts (except the ones inherited from Facebook and other online sources); change the way
they’re displayed; import or export addresses; incorporate corporate directories;
create categories; and more.

Mail’s Calendar
Windows comes with a calendar app—but it’s so bare-bones, it makes a skeleton
look overdressed.
If you need anything more powerful, you’re in luck; there’s a calendar in Windows
Live Mail. Sometimes, its integration with Mail makes sense (like when potential appointments come to you via email), and sometimes not so much (like when you have
to fire up Mail just to see what you’re doing on Thursday night).
You can keep the calendar open, in miniature form, in a pane of its own as you work
on email; if you don’t see it already, click Calendar on the Ribbon’s View tab.
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But to do any more substantial work, you’ll want to fill the screen with the calendar.
To do that, click the Calendar button in the lower-left corner of the screen, or press
Shift+Ctrl+X. You’ll discover that this calendar offers some nice perks. For example:

Mail’s Calendar

•• Your Mail calendar is synced with your Windows Live online calendar. Make a
change on the Web calendar and you’ll find it changed on your PC, and vice versa.
Tip: The online calendar has even more features—including a to-do list.

•• You can “subscribe” to calendars on the Internet, like the ones published by your
family members/classmates/baseball team members/downtrodden employees. For
example, you can subscribe to your spouse’s Google Calendar, thereby finding out
if you’ve been committed to after-dinner drinks on the night the big game is on TV.

Working with Views
When you open Mail’s calendar, you see something like Figure 17. By clicking the
buttons on the Ribbon (or pressing Ctrl+Alt+1, +2, or +3), you can switch among
any of these views:
•• Day shows the appointments for a single day in the main calendar area, broken
down by time slot.
Tip: Calendar provides a quick way to get to the current day’s date: Click Today on the Ribbon.

•• Week fills the main display area with seven columns, reflecting the current week.
•• Month shows the entire current month. Double-click a date square or a date
number to create a new appointment.
Tip: Your mouse’s scroll wheel can be a great advantage in this calendar. For example, when entering a
date, turning the wheel lets you jump forward or backward in time. It also lets you change the time zone
as you’re setting it.

Making an Appointment
You can quickly record an appointment using any of several techniques:
•• In any view, double-click a time slot on the calendar.
•• In any view, right-click a date or a time slot, and then choose either “New event”
or “New all day event” from the shortcut menu.
•• In any view, click the ≥ next to a calendar (category)’s name; choose either “New
event” or “New all day event” from the shortcut menu.
•• Click Event on the Ribbon.
•• Press Ctrl+Shift+E (for event).
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Tip: In Day or Week view, drag vertically through the time slots for the appointment you’re trying to create
(10 a.m. down to 12:30 p.m., for example) before taking one of the steps above. That way, you’ve already
specified the start and end times, saving yourself a lot of tedious typing.

Figure 17:
Top: Week view. The
miniature navigation
calendar provides
an overview of
adjacent months.
You can jump to a
different week or
day by clicking the
triangle buttons and
then clicking within
the numbers. If the
event is recurring, it
bears an icon that
looks like two curly
arrows chasing each
other.
Bottom: Month view.
Pretty lame—you
don’t see what
time any appointment is at—but it’s
something. You can
make more room by
hiding the navigation pane.

In each case, the New Event dialog box appears (Figure 18), where you type the details for your new appointment. For example, you can tab your way to the following
information areas:
•• Subject. That’s the name of your appointment. For example, you might type, Fly
to Phoenix.
•• Location. You can record a location, a flight number, a phone number—anything
that you’ll find helpful later.
•• Start, End. Most appointments have the same Start and End dates, thank heaven
(although we’ve all been in meetings that don’t seem that way). But you can click
the little calendar buttons to change the dates.
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Tip: If you specify a different ending date, you get a banner across the relevant dates in the Month view.

Mail’s Calendar

Then set the start and end time for this appointment, either by using the pop-up
menu or by editing the text (like “9:30 a.m.”) with your mouse and keyboard.
Figure 18:
You can open
this info pane
by doubleclicking any
appointment on
your calendar.
It’s also the
window that
appears when
you create an
appointment.

•• All day. An “all-day” event, of course, is something with no specific time of day
associated with it, like a birthday or a trip. All-day appointments appear at the top
of the daily- or weekly-view screens, in the area reserved for this kind of thing.
•• My Calendar. A calendar, in Microsoft’s confusing terminology, is a subset—a
category—into which you can place various appointments. You can create one for
yourself, another for whole-family events, another for book-club appointments,
and so on. Later, you’ll be able to hide and show these categories at will, adding or
removing them from the calendar with a single click. For details, read on.
Tip: Use this same pop-up menu to change an appointment’s category. If you filed something in Company
Memos that should have been in Sweet Nothings for Honey-Poo, open the event’s dialog box and reassign
it. Quick.

•• No recurrence. The pop-up menu here contains common options for repeating
events: “Daily,” “Weekly,” and so on. It starts out saying “No recurrence.”
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The somewhat goofy part is that if you choose any of those convenient commands
in the pop-up menu, the calendar assumes that you want to repeat this event every
day/week/month/year forever. You don’t get any way to specify an end date. You’ll
be stuck seeing this event repeating on your calendar until the end of time. That
may be a good choice for recording your anniversary, especially if your spouse
might be consulting the same calendar. But it’s not a feature for people who are
afraid of long-term commitments.
If you want the freedom to stop your weekly gym workouts or monthly car payments, choose Custom from the pop-up menu instead.
The dialog box that appears offers far more control over how this event repeats
itself. You can make the repeating stop after a certain number of times, which is a
useful option for car and mortgage payments. And if you choose “After,” you can
specify the date (or the number of times) after which the repetitions come to an
end; use this option to indicate the last day of school, for example.
Tip: This dialog box also lets you specify days of the week. For example, you can schedule your morning
runs for Monday, Thursday, and Saturday.

•• Busy. This pop-up menu lets you block off time during which you’re unavailable
(or tentatively available). The point here is for coworkers who might be looking
over your calendar online to know when you’re not available for meetings.
•• Reminder. This pop-up menu tells the calendar you want to be notified when a
certain appointment is about to begin. Unfortunately, this feature isn’t built into
the Mail calendar—it’s actually a function of the Windows Live Web service.
If you’re cool with that, then the news is good: Windows Live can remind you of
an event by email, as a notice in the Windows Live Messenger chat program, or
even with a text message to your cellphone.
Note: To set up these reminders, click Reminders on the Ribbon. Your Web browser opens to the Windows
Live page where you change your mail, chat, and cellphone options for getting reminders.

Use the pop-up menu to specify how much advance notice you want. If it’s a TV
show you like to watch, you might set up a reminder only 5 minutes before airtime.
If it’s a birthday, you might set up a 2-day warning to give yourself enough time
to buy a present, and so on.
•• Notes. Here’s your chance to customize your calendar event. In the big, empty part
of the window, you can type, paste, or drag any text you like in the notes area—
driving directions, contact phone numbers, a call history, or whatever.
When you’re finished entering all the details, click “Save & close” (or press Ctrl+S).
Your newly scheduled event now shows up on the calendar, complete with the color
coding that corresponds to the calendar category you’ve assigned.
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What to Do with an Appointment

Mail’s Calendar

Once you’ve entrusted your agenda to Calendar, you can start putting it to work. Here
are a few of the possibilities.
Editing events
To edit a calendar event’s name or details, double-click it. You don’t have to bother
with this if all you want to do is reschedule an event, however, as described next.
Lengthening or shortening events
If a scheduled meeting becomes shorter or your lunch hour becomes a lunch hourand-a-half (in your dreams), changing the length of a selected calendar event is as easy
as dragging the top or bottom border of its block in Day or Week view (see Figure 19).
Tip: In Week view, if you’ve grabbed the top or bottom edge of an appointment’s block so that the cursor changes, you can drag horizontally to make an appointment cross the midnight line and extend into a
second day.

Figure 19:
You can resize any
calendar event just by
dragging its border. As
your cursor touches the
bottom edge of a calendar event, it turns into a
double-headed arrow.
You can now drag the
event’s edge to make it
take up more or less time
on your calendar.

Rescheduling events
If an event in your life gets rescheduled, you can move an appointment just by dragging the rectangle that represents it. In Day or Week view, drag the event vertically
in its column to change its time on the same day; in Week or Month view, you can
drag it to another date.
If something is postponed for, say, a month or two, it’s more of a hassle; you can’t
drag an appointment beyond its month window. You have no choice but to open the
Event dialog box and edit the starting and ending dates or times—or just cut and
paste the event to a different date.
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Printing events
To commit your calendar to paper, choose FileÆPrint, or press Ctrl+P. The resulting
Print dialog box lets you specify a range of dates and which view you want (Week,
Month, or whatever).
Deleting events
To delete an appointment, just click its box and then press the Delete key. If you delete
a recurring event (like a weekly meeting), the calendar asks whether you want to delete
only that particular instance of the event or the entire series.

The “Calendar” Category Concept
Everyone in your house (or office) can have a different set of appointments on the
same calendar, color-coded so you all can tell your schedules apart. The red appointments might be yours; the blue ones, your spouse’s; the green ones might be your
kid’s. You can overlay all of them simultaneously to look for conflicts (or mutually
available meeting times), if you like. It’s a great feature, one that the TileWorld Calendar app doesn’t offer.
Each such set of appointments is called, confusingly enough, a calendar (Figure 20).
To create a calendar, click Calendar on the Ribbon, or press Shift+Ctrl+D. Type a
name that defines the category in your mind, and choose the color you want for its
appointments.
Tip: Whenever you’re about to create an appointment, click a calendar name first. That way, the appointment
will already belong to the correct calendar.

Figure 20:
You might create calendars (color-coded categories) called
Home, Work, and TV Reminders. A small business could have
categories called Deductible Travel, R&D, and R&R. Hide or
show a category using the checkboxes here.
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To change the name or color-coding of an existing category, click the ≥ next to its
name; from the shortcut menu, choose Properties to reopen the dialog box.

Mail’s Calendar

You assign an appointment to one of these categories using the pop-up menu on its
Details pane. After that, you can hide or show an entire category of appointments
at once just by turning on or off the appropriate checkbox in the list of calendars.

Syncing Calendars with Windows Live
If you’ve signed into your Windows Live account, a great feature awaits: Your Mail
calendar and your Windows Live calendar on the Web are automatically brought up
to date with each other. In other words, you can check your schedule from any PC in
the world over the Internet.
You don’t have to do anything to make this happen; it’s automatic.

Publishing Calendars
One of Windows Live Calendar’s best features is its ability to post your calendar on
the Web so that other people—or you, using a different computer—can subscribe to
it, which adds your appointments to their calendars. For example, you might use this
feature to post the meeting schedule for a club you manage, or to share the agenda for
a series of upcoming financial meetings that all your coworkers will need to consult.
Note: This isn’t the same thing as the Windows Live syncing described above. Publishing a calendar lets
you control which appointments people see, which people see them, and what permission they have to
make changes to it.

And you’re not the only one who can publish a calendar. The Web is full of such
schedules published by other people, ready for adding to your own calendar: team
schedules, company meetings, national holidays, and so on.
Unfortunately, the calendar in Mail can’t do any of this publishing; only the Webbased copy of it at the Windows Live Web site can. Fortunately, your Mail calendar is
a mirror of what’s online, so the difference may not be so huge.

RSS Feeds
RSS feeds are like free headline services, reporting what’s new on different Web sites
(news, sports, tech, whatever). There’s a great description of them on page 9.
Microsoft must think a lot of RSS feeds, because it’s given you at least two different
programs that can read them: Internet Explorer and Windows Live Mail.
Tip: If you subscribe to feeds in Internet Explorer, they show up in Mail, and vice versa.

Start by clicking the ® Feeds button (lower left of the Mail window), or by pressing
Shift+Ctrl+K. The main window starts out empty; you’re expected to know the URL
(Web address) of a feed you want to read.
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RSS Feeds

If you’re an RSS fan, then you’re an executive-summary kind of person—and so here’s
the executive summary:
•• To add a new feed, click Feed on the Ribbon; in the resulting box, paste or type
in the URL (the Web address) of that feed. Click OK. That feed’s name appears
in the list at left.
Keep expanding the flippy triangles until you see the list of individual headlines
in the center column, where email messages would normally appear. Click one to
read, in the Reading pane, the summary that it represents.
You can work with feeds exactly the way you work with email: forward them, file
them in folders, print them, and so on.
•• To change the frequency of a feed (and how many headlines to keep), right-click
its name; from the shortcut menu, choose “Manage feeds.” In the Manage Your
Feeds dialog box, expand the flippy triangles until you can see the feed in question.
Click its name, and then click Edit Feed.
•• To remove a feed, right-click its name and choose Delete from the shortcut menu
(and confirm the deletion).

Newsgroups
Newsgroups have nothing to do with news; in fact, they’re Internet bulletin boards.
There are hundreds of thousands of them on every conceivable topic: pop culture,
computers, politics, and every other special (and very special) interest; in fact, there
are thousands just about Windows. You can use Mail to read and reply to these messages almost exactly as though they were email messages.

Subscribing to a Newsgroup
Subscribing to your first newsgroup can be quite an experience, simply because there
are just so many newsgroups to choose from.
To get started with newsgroups, click the Newsgroups button (lower left of the Mail
window), or press Shift+Ctrl+L.
UP TO SPEED

Newsgroups Explained
Newsgroups (often called Usenet) started out as a way
for people to conduct discussions via a bulletin board–like
system, in which a message is posted for all to see and reply
to. These public discussions are divided into categories called
newsgroups, which cover the gamut from photographic
techniques to naval aviation.
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These days, Usenet has a certain seedy reputation as a
place to exchange pornography, pirated software, and MP3
files with doubtful copyright pedigrees. Even so, there are
tens of thousands of interesting, informative discussions
going on, and newsgroups are great places to get help with
troubleshooting, to exchange recipes, or just to see what’s
on the minds of your fellow Usenet fans.

On the Accounts tab of the Ribbon, click Newsgroup. A wizard walks you through
adding your name (as you’ll be represented in these discussions); your email address
(do not use your main one unless you want an ocean of spam!); and your news server
address.

Newsgroups

Right: Your what?
A news server is a central computer that lists and manages the thousands of newsgroups. Your Internet service provider has one. You can find it out by Googling it
(comcast newsgroup server, for example). Or you can type in a free one like www.eternalseptember.org. (You have to go to that Web site and sign up for a free account first.)
When you’re finished with the wizard, Mail downloads a list of newsgroups available
on your server. Wait patiently; the list can be quite long—tens of thousands of entries.
Fortunately, it’s a one-time deal.
Now you’re ready to find yourself some good online discussions; see Figure 21.
Figure 21:
In the box at the top, type
the term you’re hoping
to find in a newsgroup’s
title. If you turn up a
good-sounding topic in
the gigantic list beneath,
click its name and click
Subscribe to subscribe to
it. Now, each time you
connect, Mail will download the latest messages
on that topic.

Reading Messages
Once you’ve subscribed to a newsgroup, Mail downloads all the message summaries
in the discussions to which you’ve subscribed. (There may be just a few messages, or
several hundred; they may go back only a few days or a couple of weeks, depending on
the amount of “traffic” in each discussion and the storage space on the news server.)
To read the messages in a newsgroup, either click an entry in the list of messages to
display it in the Preview window (Figure 22), or double-click an entry to open the
list of messages in a new window.
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Newsgroups

Tip: You can set up message rules for newsgroups to screen out messages from certain people, messages
with certain phrases in their subject lines, and so on. It works exactly like the message rules for email, as
described earlier in this chapter. Just click “Message rules” on the Ribbon’s Folders tab.
In fact, many email features also work in newsgroups, exactly as described in this chapter: replying, custom
views, searching, filing in folders, and so on.

Figure 22:
If you’ve been
using Mail for
email, the newsgroup interface
should look
familiar. The
Folders pane
lists news servers
to which you’ve
subscribed, the
top-right pane
lists the names
of messages
in a selected
newsgroup, and
the bottom-right
pane displays
the actual text
of the message
you’ve highlighted in the
message list.

Replying, Composing, and Forwarding Messages
Working with newsgroup messages is very similar to working with email messages,
except that you must be conscious of whether you’re replying to the individual sender
of a message or to the entire group. Otherwise, you can reply to messages, forward
them, or compose them exactly as described earlier in this chapter. You can include
file attachments, too, by using the Attach toolbar button, for example.
Tip: Aside from posting ads and HTML-formatted messages, the best way to irritate everyone on a newsgroup is to ask a question that has already been answered recently by the group. Before asking a question,
spend 5 minutes reading the recent newsgroup messages to see whether someone has already answered
your question. Also consider visiting the Groups tab at www.google.com, a Web site that lets you search all
newsgroups for particular topics.
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